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Initial response to Alert level 4

 Explored options for remote hearings.  Council obtained 100 

Zoom licences to allocate to staff.

 Added a timeframe to the pre-circulation of evidence prior to 

hearing.

➢ Legal submissions, exec summaries of expert evidence, 

rebuttals and submitter statements provided 3 working days 

prior to hearing. (no paper to be tabled at hearings for the time 

being).   

 Notice on hearings page on Council website to advise of MDC’s 

approach to enable ongoing proper and fair administration of 

consent and objection hearings.



Initial response to Alert level 4

 s 37A extension to timeframes to accommodate delays to 

hearings where in-person participation hearing is 

preferred or remote hearing ruled out.

 Remain vigilant for competing applications for the same 

resource.  The order that the applications must be heard in 

should not be changed.

 MDC in appeal period for the decision to the next RM plan.  Be 

mindful of the impact delays can have if your Council is in a  

RM Plan review phase.

 Consideration given in each case as to the ability of the parties 

to the hearing to be able to participate remotely.  

 Maintenance of fair process and natural justice paramount.



Scheduling a Hearing

 All parties to a remote hearing must agree to participate using this 

method. 

 If they don’t wish to participate in this way they need to say why.  

Poor internet is reasonable, delaying the hearing is not.

 Maintenance of fair process and natural justice paramount.

 Balance the need of the applicant to commence the proposed 

activity if consent granted, delays may result in increasing costs or 

loss of income.

 While in level 4 and perhaps level 3 – inability to compile evidence 

to support application and submissions. (Cant measure traffic if 

there isn't any.)



Scheduling a Hearing

 Record these decision points in your process.  

 Check with the parties to the hearing, Council staff and 

decision makers that they are familiar with the media platform 

used for the hearing.  Offer test meetings to help people 

familiarise themselves with the method.

 Email zoom invitation to parties to hearing.  Think about 

posting on Council website for public to view hearing.



On the day of hearing
 The hearing facilitator is the meeting host – not the 

Commissioner/Chair.

 You want the decision maker to be confident in the use of the 

technology and the Chair to be able to manage the panel so that 

all members are participating as they would normally do.

 The Chair should include in the introduction a request not to 

record the hearing.  If the Council provides an audio recording 

normally it will continue to do so using the new technology.

 Make sure everyone has their microphones turned off unless 

speaking.  (Host can also turn off.)



On the day of hearing

 Caution about use of private chat function and break out 

facility on video conferencing tool.  Even private messages 

may show up on transcripts when printed – still to be 

confirmed.

 Have IT on hand to resolve technical issues as they arise.  

 Share screen is a useful tool to see documents and aerials 

etc.  Good for showing corrections to evidence and 

changes to conditions.  All parties can see this at the same 

time.

 Zoom converts to mp4 etc. (3 formats) when recording 

ended.  This produces the audio/video record.  



My Observations
 Received good feedback on the remote hearing held recently.

 General agreement that it’s a good option for smaller hearings –

low number of participants, issues not complex, parties not 

contentious, hearing scheduled for hours not day(s), etc.

 Where there is conflict between the parties it may be harder to 

manage the hearing using a remote format.  

 Can’t see all of the parties on screen, more so when share function 

being used.

 For longer hearings - a living breathing hearing is easier to sit 

through than sitting at home in front of a computer screen.  



My Observations

 Its easier to “read the room” when the people are physically 

present. The visual clues are missed using the remote format. 

 Not everyone has the same level of technology or quality 

internet service.

➢ Muffled audio, frozen or shaky screen video and audio.

 Hearing Facilitator needs to be informed of any special 

requirements for hearing arrangements, e.g.; sensitive subject 

matter that the witness/applicant does not want to be 

generally heard.  Harder to manage using the remote format.

 Zoom conversion takes a long time (as long as the recording.)



My Observations

 Cost savings – no flights or accommodation for decision 

makers/experts.

 Difficulties in how to manage site visits while maintaining social 

separation.



Going Forwards

 Keep an eye on the Environment Court notices on how it is 

managing hearings under the alert levels.  Guidance that can be 

incorporated into Council remote hearing practices.

 Use the remote hearing format where appropriate and apply s 37 

extension to timeframes where “old school” hearings preferred.  

 A hybrid format maybe used more frequently to accommodate 

parties who do not want to be present at a hearing.

 Plan how to provide for social separation at in person participation 

hearings – this practice will be ongoing until the vaccines are 

available.  1-2 meters separation between parties, cleaning of 

shared surfaces, hand sanitiser, etc.  



Going Forwards

 Plan how to schedule site visits while maintaining social 

separation.

 Think about how to ensure appropriate engagement between 

members of a hearing panel when they are not in the same 

place, during hearing and in deliberation. 

 After the vaccines people may still prefer to participate in 

hearings remotely. 

 The hearing process adopted should reflect the Council /region 

it is being developed for.  


